We believe that if we inspire local philanthropy, grow our resources and make best use of these to meet local needs and aspirations then we, alongside others, will build local communities that give local people the best possible chance to fulfill their potential now and in the future.

**Final goal**

Stronger, more resilient local communities where people are better able to organise and respond to the needs and aspirations of all who live there.

**Long term change**

- Sustained increase in local philanthropy
- Individuals have improved:
  - Skills
  - Confidence
  - Resilience
  - Employability
  - Health and wellbeing
  - Access to services and support
- Local charitable sector has improved:
  - Capacity
  - Sustainability
  - Effectiveness

**Short term outcomes**

- Measurable increase in local philanthropy channelled through us
- Greater engagement with the important role played by philanthropy and how people can make a difference
- Our grant-making effective in reaching locally-based organisations responding to need
- For communities:
  - Opportunities provided
  - Barriers overcome
  - Needs addressed
- Local projects and activities are better able to run and sustain themselves
- Development of new and existing local initiatives
- Greater and more effective responses to address specific issues

**Activities**

- Actively promoting Quartet as a trusted repository for new community, corporate & individual endowment and revenue funds
- High quality philanthropy advice & services encouraging informed philanthropy that meets most acute needs & aspirations
- Educational opportunities that provide greater insights into the role and impact of long-term local philanthropy
- Proactive, accessible and responsive grant-making based on detailed understanding of local needs
- Grants focusing on prevention and early intervention to address issues of concern before they occur or grow
- Grants supporting local people to articulate and implement their own responses to the needs and aspirations of their communities
- Convening and connecting role to identify and implement routes to improvement on specific issues
- Collaborating with other funders to address issues of common concern
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